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A historical look at clothes, from prehistory for this, details what was once fashionable and just why and includes a
timeline that relates these fashions to the politics, inventions, and social history of your day
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HIGHLY ENTERTAINING Great historical tidbits about clothing & This publication provides justification for stating
"everything old becomes new again" and a fun perspective on continuously changing style through the ages. Hardly ever
dull or dry reading. Look out for this volume and snap up as much copies as you ever find. The writer did extensive
analysis & The Best Fashion Book You'll Ever Have I actually expected it to be the same kind of stuff that's in the other
books I've purchased, but there was more credible information here than in others combined. 227), the origin of men's
trouser cuffs (p." However the even more I appeared through it, the more I liked it. Great information and a fun read.
Five Stars awesome book Good This is an excellent book. It delivers the information in a brand new, witty manner. A fun
look at the history of fashion and beauty This is it; 138), a credit for the 1st owner of dark satin bedding in the 1570's
(p. Apart from the condition of my specific reserve, I am happy with this content and would definitely recommend it.
Great Read very interesting history, many anecdotes and filled up with humorous facts." pretty darn often. The
Publication, the one that produced me fall in love with the history of clothing and fashion. After all, what is fashion
history but a record of the everyday clothes people wore during their lifetime, the same way we appear at our bluejeans.
It really is a campy romp through the annals of fashion from the prehistoric fur bikini to the hottest and hippest of the
retro 90's. This is simply not that kind of author - she presents in a conversational format historic facts, quotes, a
general timeline, and several reprinted photos, drawings and paintings displaying fashion or something interesting to do
with well known topic. This source of endless style trivia was a surprise gift from a friend and has become one of my
favorite rainy time reads. And there's something for everybody: clothing colours of Egypt - the favorite and the magical
(p. 50), a medieval recipe for toothpaste (p. It said it had been like new, and arrived with sticker marks on the cover plus
some bent corners on the webpages.177), Madame de Pompadour's deathbed work of cosmetic vanity (p.When I found
the puns, I thought, "Oh, boy. 273), several references to fashions inspired by the big screen (p. 348), the Edwardian
revival of the first 1970's (p. 392), and a zillion even more bits of tid. You will discover yourself saying "hmmm! hardly
ever knew that! I am giving this book as something special to my friends. a lot more! Especially befitting younger visitors
who couldn't make it through a textbook method of clothing, or for those of us who like to read in bed without dozing
off. presents info within an entertaining format, plus a feeling of humor. The only thing I was disappointed in was the
health of the book. most amusing fashion read I've ever found Way too many authors of fashion/outfit history get really
stuffy, even pedantic within their published expertise. If you are looking for an in-depth historical research this is simply
not for you. You have to consider everything with a grain of salt, however the easy-to-approach format with the pages
divided into `articles' type of such as a newsletter, the fun graphics, and interesting traditional tie-ins get this to one of
my favorite fashion history books. Fashion tips and social quips highly relevant to each century gives this publication its
charm This book is incredibly humorous, and yet informative. 40,000 Years of Fashion: Let There Be Clothes is one of the
most humorous costuming books it has been my pleasure to learn. Since it's written more like Vogue than any textbook,
it's better to digest and keep in mind, and wholly entertaining at the same time. 40,000 years isn't to be used as a
serious research publication, but it's superb for the vintage style enthusiast that's looking for the brief take on an
extended subject. Nevertheless, if you are searching for a great, irreverent frolic through the togas, doublets, and
surplices of times past pick up a copy of this when you think it is, it's really worth it.
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